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AAC EAST GRINSTEAD SWINGS INTO
PRODUCTIO N

Off to a flying start, the AAC East Grinstead has
produced many results in its first month . Here is the list
of completions for April :

Advanced Ability Level (AA) 6 - 1, AA5 - 1, AA5 Assist - 1 ,
AA3 - 1, AA3 Theory - 1, AA2 - 2, AA2 Theory - 1, Sol o
Course Part II - 4, Solo Course Part 1 - 1, ICSI - 1, Clea r
- 1, Scn DRD - 1, Grade III - 1, Grade II - 1, Grade 1 - 1 ,
Expanded Grade 0 - 1, ARC Straightwire - 2 .

SUCCESS

Here are some extracts from recent success letters from th e
AAC East Grinstead :

LAI
"This is the best auditing I've ever had (and I've ha d

some superb auditing!) Morag has the easiest duplication
I've encountered in an auditor . Her ability to grant
beingness in session has to be experienced to be believed .
Steve Bisbey's C/Sing is beat described as precise - he
misses nothing, and adds nothing unnecessary .

Having auditing here has been playing a some . I look
forward to my next level, under Steve's direction, with
relish .

Thanks to LRH and his helpers for the Tech ." -J .Atack .

this has certainly been THE action for me in m y
of Scientology . I cannot stop marvelling at the
LRH and I am forever thankful for what he has

Morag for their excellent
-G .K .

AA6

"What an absolutely amazing level this is . The data o n
the course fills in the bits you were asking yourself and
the auditing is just incredible . You really experience an d
know what's going on . Many thanks to the genius of LRH ,
and, of course, to Steve and the team ." -C .M .

AA2

"The major win has been a parked disconnection fro m
case, the biggest in 15 years on the Bridge . I feel very
stable and I'm looking forward to AA3 . " -M .R .

90LO COURSE PART I I

"Beautiful and fun . That's how it was . I gained
certainty that I can solo audit and I enjoyed the Sol o
Assists tremendously ." -Noella Milner .

"I feel tremendously relieved to have finally, after s o
many years of trying to get there, obtained the state of
Solo Auditor . It means I am now able to get on with the job
I started in 1972 but never got to due to loads of wron g
actions - elsewhere . I feel tremendous gratitude towards
Steve Bisbey, Morag and Ron who have made it possible ." -
C .D .

REVIEW

"I have just received some absolutely superb auditin g
from Morag . We handled all the areas that were holding m e
up on my case . I can honestly say that I have never had
such big wins in any previous auditing.

I would like to thank Morag for her superb, standar d
auditing and Steve for his equally superb C/Sing . We are
very lucky to have such safe tech terminals in our area!" -
I .K .

"It was lovely to have the auditing, which was light ,
friendly, safe - and always effective. It was also a
wonderful satisfaction to know that this kind of assistanc e
is so readily and so comfortably available . Truly this I S
your friendly, neighbourhood auditing centre . I'm so
pleased . Thank you all!" -R .B .

ASSOCIATION FOR THE PRESERVATION OF STANDARD TEC H

The Associaton for the Preservation of Standar d
formed .on 28th April 1954 by the following Tech
personnel :

Eric Ballard :
Vicky Ballard :
Steve Bisbey :
Morag Bellmaine :
Irene Kaye :
Ron Lawley :
Burt Griswold :
Anne Boland :
Kim Boland :

It is a professional association of technical delivery
personnel desigied to represent and protect the interests of
those delivering Standard Tech .

As ABTA (Association of British Travel Agents )
represents Travel Agents, APST represents those deliverin g
Standard Tech .
As a member of the public, should you have a complaint
against a travel agent, you should contact ABTA . As a pc or
student, should you have a complaint (or commendation! )
regarding Tech delivery at any group or centre you may
contact APST .

Association for the Preservation of Standard Tech :

GOALS : Widespread, worldwide usage of the Standard ,
workable Technology from the works of L. Ron Hubbard .

PURPOSES : To promote the widespread use of Standard Tech at
all levels . To discourage any altering of Standard Tech .
To protect and promote the interests of those involved i n
delivering Standard Tech. To be a terminal for publi c
communication as regards the Tech they are receiving . To
assist Members to achieve the highest standards of
Technology for their public, including Book 1 auditing, PE ,
TRs, HAS Co-Audits, etc, and encourage generous assistance
and rewards to those starting up as delivery points to
people .

POLICY: 1 . Membership is open to ANYONE who is deliverin g
the Tech . 2 . Members of the public may write and complain ,
or commend their auditors, groups or centres to the central
body of the Association. 3 . The central body of the
Association will assist any members to raise their Technical
Standards via members in the area. 4. The Association' s
senior operating policy is HCOB 22 Jan 77 "In Tech and Ho w
to Achieve it" . 5 . Continued membership in the Association
is dependent solely upon the members' continued applicatio n
of Standard Tech, bearing in mind the Training level of the
individual . 6 . The Association wll not interfere in any way
with the running of groups or centres . It will not drift
into any kind of management, authority, setting of prices ,
etc. 7 . The Association supports and will promote th e
spirit of free enterprise in the delivery of Standar d
Technology .

PLANS: 1 . To decide upon a suitable membership fee to cove r
basic costs. 2. To issue a magazine of Technical Delivery
as an insert to REGO??NECTION, which is primarily a "News "
magazine. 3. To develop insignia, certificates, revise d
checksheets, etc . which can be used by all members, as they
wish. 4. To seek legal advice which can be of use to al l
members . 5. To publish lists of members for the benefit of
the public . 6. To sort out flows between groups or centres ,
of exchange and interchange . 7 . To assist new groups and
field auditors of all levels to set up and advise them o f
their nearest group or centre who can help then with
Training, Cramming, C/Sing, etc .

If you're thinking of setting up as a field auditor ,
Purif Centre, Consultant, lecturer or group or any othe r
centre, or if you're delivering already, but haven't joine d
yet, apply in writing to : The Chairmen, APST, The Spinney ,
Lewes Road, East Grinstead, West Sussex .

Pcs and students, let us know had you're progressing i n
auditing and training . We would like to hear your
suggestions, comments, or commendations . Contact the APST
at the above address . Love, the APST.

Tech wa s
delivery

C/S and Auditor
Auditor
C/S and Auditor
C/S and Auditor
Superviso r
Supervisor and Auditor
C/S and Auditor
C/S and Auditor
C/S and Auditor

"Well ,
many years
genius of
done .

Many thanks to Steve and
service, auditing and C/Sing ."



TECH DELIVERY BOOST AT CANDACRAIG - MC SCOTLAND

MC Scotland is really getting into its stride now with
a steady flow of people for auditing and training . Weekends
are especially busy. Last month there were 15 Advanced
Ability Level completions and numerous other pc and student
completions as well . Three staff members have completed
Advanced Ability Level 5 and three more have started this
level . Plans are set for the delivery of Advanced Ability
Levels 6 and 7 in the summer .

As time goes on more and more of the buildings at
Candacraig are being refurbished to provide furthe r
accomodation and tech delivery space . Recreationa l
facilities are also being developed! Apart from the nearer
countries, enquiries are coming from as far afield as Sout h
Africa, and Yugoslavia .

MC Scotland's winning combination is totally standar d
LRH Tech in fabulous surroundings with genuine ARC &
sensible prices .

THE ABILITY CENTRE EDINBURGH

IA~emy
for Scottish Independent Scientologists - AS-

be are delighted to announce the opening of the
Ability Center, Edinburgh . It has come about through
demand for a standard, unsuppressed and sensibly price d
Training facility in Scotland . Here it is . The demand
has taken the form of many enquiries in writing, b y
'phone and good old grapevine . Its purpose is to help
Ron create a safe ana sane environment by Training
people standardly . The Ability Centre is here to
ensure that you can connect with the correct material ,
no inferior Imitations .

The huge wins available from standard, tough
training are once again here for you. Do you remember
the first time you opened a Scn book/pack and had some
great cop? The certainty gained? The ability gained ?
It's here for you !

Charges : Each of the study sessions (eg 9am to 12a m
or 7pm to 10pm) are L5 each. Payable at the start of
the study session. There are no further study charges .
We estimate that you can get from Training level 0 t o
IV for approx 1450 . We have a fully hatted Qual
facility and fully hatted/trained Senior C/S . Students
are encouraged to study at home as well as on course .
Standards will be high .

You are invited to enquire about getting your nex t
Training step started . All enquiries relating to the
Ability Centre Edinburgh should be initially by 'phon e
to: 031 337 3037 . It's all here and we look forward t o
seeing you. Much A, R & C, Fred and Denise Smithers .

NEW CENTRE IN SYDNEY, AUSTRALI A

A new centre for the independent delivery of
Scientology has been established in Sydney . It is the
Sydney Personal Enhancement Centre . Only newly opened,

they already haw nine people on course with more due
to start shortly . A recent event featured the showing
of a video made by Gwen and Gordon Mathews who visite d
many of the Independent groups in the USA .

The Centre is affiliated with the Centre for
Personal Enhancement, Perth. (See "Reconnection 4") .

PALO ALTO MISSION JOINS THE INDEPENDENT S

Palo Alto Mission was one of the most successfu l
remaining Missions to survive the wrecking of the Missio n
Network by the Int Finance Police. In March this year the
Mission, run by Dr Sarge Gerbode, withdrew from the Church
of Scientology and became the independent Palo Alto Abilit y
Center .

In a letter to his friends and the field, Sarge give s
his reasons for resigning. Some of the letter is quoted
below : -

"I have decided to resign from the Church of Scientology
and to change my operating basis to align wth the goal of
clearing the planet as quickly as possible by following IRH
tech to the letter. This includes creating a safe space
instead of a dangerous environment and providing service at
on-policy prices . I have seen already the beginnings of a
"black PR" campaign of spreading untrue statements about me
or my character, among them the rumor that I am giving shoc k
therapy at my Center! Those of you who know me will be able
to evaluate the truth of falsity of such statements, and i n
so doing will be able to judge the integrity of those making
them.

One question that comes up is, "What about my upper
levels?" I have looked into this matter carefully and have
determined that the upper levels are, in fact, fully
available outside the Church, and at a fraction of the cos t
one would pay within the organization . My personal
inspection of the people who were winning like mad at Davi d
Mayo's place and a lengthy and searching conversation with
David has proved to and satisfaction that it is not only
possible but much easier to obtain these levels outside th e
Church than inside. The wins I observed at David Mayo' s
place were in every way comparable with those I have heard
at Flag; in fact, they were better . I have also become
convinced that in some way whenever a tech issue comes out ,
confidential or not, it becomes available in the independent
movement almost instantly .

It is most reassuring to me that the threat of denying
an individual his upper levels can no longer be enforced .
Surely this fact will go far towards removing some of the
fear that currently exists .

I intend to deliver standard IRH tech. I am not trained
in squirrelling, and I do not believe that there is any
natural tendency for an individual who understands the tec h
to squirrel it . If an individual is basically good, then he
will tend to correct himself or seek correction if he goes
off the rails . I will not permit anyone to deliver any
actions they have not been fully trained and interned on .
The Palo Alto Misson has managed to keep to pretty standard
tech over the years with almost no correction from senio r
terminals. Indeed, we have more often corrected out tech
and off-policy in senior organizations than they have
corrected in us . So I don't feel that keeping the tech
standard is a problem .
Love, Sarge Gerbode . Executive Director, Palo Alto Ability
Center . "

LATE NEWS : Palo Alto has now become an MC !

fro,fifv (fiui .rAinsworl.)
Bob Ainsworth is the C/S and senior Tech terminal at AAC

Scotland - Candacraig. He entered Scientology' in 1970 an d
joined London OrG staff on completion of the Communication
Course. Shortly afterwards he began his long involvemen t
with Tech delivery by completing; the HSDC and Academy
Levels .

Bob audited at London Org for several years amassin g
invaluable experience . Later he became C/S for both Londo n
Day and Foundation . He was Qual Sec up until 1979, at whic h
time he spent a year at Flag training on and auditing 1:0Ts
and AO Reviews .

From Flag Bob returned to England & joined AOSH where he
audited Nots until his departure in 1982 .

During the past 14 years, Bob estimates that he has
audited about 12,000 Well Done Auditing Hours ! Little
wonder that Robin Scott praises him & 'his wealth o f
experience & great stability, which have made him a rock o f
strength & an invaluable member of the team . '

Bob will soon be training at MC Santa Barbara to become
an Advanced Ability Level 7 C/S, to make the highest level
of Tech available at MC Scotland .

Bob commented, "the results we are achieving at
Candacraig are just way beyond what I would have though t
possible . PC's, Pre-OT's & students are leaving here totally
keyed out, & it's a regular occurrence to see tears i n
people's eyes as they leave. My feeling at Candacraig i s
that this is what Scientology should always have been bu t
never quite was ."

CF3JTRE FOR PERSONAL ENHANCEMENT, Perth, Western
Australia :
With a staff of 25, including 3 Class Vills ; a Class

VII, 5 Class VIs and 2 Class IVs, plus large, moder n
buildings, the Centre is well and truly FSTABLISID !
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IP:PRESSIONS OF SANTA BARBARA AAC

"I have recently returned from a one week visit to th e
Santa Barbara AAC .

One's first impression of the AAC is one of very high
ARC, friendliness, helpfulness, and real caring for people .
This serves to remind one of what the subject is about .

One also becomes instantly aware of something distinctl y
missing from the environment in the AAC that evokes a
feeling of great pleasure and relief . What is missing is
the stress, duress and pressure that has come to be the norm
in the Church. The staff are relaxed and friendly and
genuinely interested in the public at ttfe AAC . They are not
preoccupied with "state", "quotas", and streams of order s
which seem to create the effect of fear and elsewhereness i n
Church staff .

Ragging provides another interesting contrast . At the
AAC there is no "heavy" regging. People who arrive at the
AAC simply sign up for their next service and pay the re g
for that service `at an affordable price I might add!) . They
then begin the service . There is no pressure to sell or
remortgage your home or to take out massive bank loans fo r
service. At the AAC the reg is a friendly, helpful
terminal. He is not someone to be avoided .

Another area of contrast is the D of P interview . At
the AAC this interview is not an inquest or a n
interrogation . The D of P(and C/S) is genuinely intereste d
in you, your case, and what you want to get handled . YOU
ARE CONSULTED. There are no "enforced" actions programme d
for you. So there is no protest or disagreement. Case
programming parallels where you are at currently . Because
of this wins and completions are produced quite rapidly and
pcs and pre-OTs look exceptionally bright and shiny . This
is not surprising when you are getting handled what you wan t
to handle and you are not having unnecessary and unwanted
actions forced upon you .

If I were asked to summarize in one word the operatin g
climate of the AAC I would say ARC . Such an environment i s
created by the management of the activity which in this case
is headed by David Mayo . David's view is that Scientolog y
is all about ARC . It's about theta, winning, persona l
expansion and having fun . David likes to remind visitor s
that "if it's not fun, it's not Scientology" . Personally I
find this most akin to the fundamental writings and tenet s
put forth by LRH .

Today with all the entheta and enturbulation tha t
surrounds the Church of Scientology, it is refreshing to
find an oasis where Scientology is practiced the way it use d
to be, the way it should be, the way it was intended to be .

Much Love, Jay Hurwitz . "

NEW PEOPLE DISCOVERINGSCIENTOLOGY

Almost the most satisfying result of the rapi d
establishment of Tech delivery in the Independent field i s
the influx of people who are discovering Scientology for thefirst time. We are receiving reports from many of the
Independent groups, around the world that new people ar e
walking in - just like the old days . Could be something t o
do with there being a safe environment in these centres! - A
recent example is the one-day seminars available at weekend s
in East Grinstead where Scientology basics, TRs and ton e
scale drilling are inspiring enthusiasm among brand ne w
people who then eagerly bring their friends along . Ring for
details on (0342) 311810 and ask for the "Source of Lif e
Course" .

NEWS FROM A>S>K

Eric and Vicky Ballards' Association for the Stud y
of Knowledge (ASK) continues its Seach outward to new
people with a Book 1 seminar on 24th . Time : 10 .3(ia m
to 8.30pm. Creche & meals are available. New people
welcome! Ring Crawley 882524 for details .

ASK is now well established & PRODUCING! In one
recent week P/Cs completed on ARC 3/W, Grade 0 & Grade
1

BRISTOLGROUP

A new group which is actively using Ron's tech in
the field has started in Bristol . The Elite Service s
Oreenization is delivering Book One auditing an d
earning such comments from their pee as these : -

"I enjoyed it . . . a lot of pressure has gone . I
feel like doing great things for the world now." - S .S .

"(Auditing) helped me to think, which was part of
mgr problem." - J .H .

Robin Scott is free
A Major Court Victory for Independents !

Robin Scott, the senior executive of the Advance d
Ability Centre, Scotland, is free and happily back at
work at Candacraig, Aberdeenshire . On the day of the
trial in Copenhagen, Denmark, (18th April) the judge
directed that Robin should be released that very day .
He instructed Police Counsel that it was thei r
responsibility to get Robin home on the first available
flight .

A four-month sentence was given . Robin had alread y
spent a month in prison and the remaining three month
period was set aside as a suspended sentence . On April
19th, Robin was re-united with his wife and children
and staff, at Candacraig.

The Church of Scientology had brought three charge s
concerning Robin's part in the removal of some NOTs
material from the Advanced Org in Copenhagen ; (1) a
claim for X135,000 damages, (2) theft and (3) entering
premises with a view to taking documents an d
information .

The judge dismissed the damages claim as not being
relevant in the criminal court . (Defence counsel
noted, in passing, that the Church was attempting t o
sue Robin in the UK for X5000 damages for the same
incident so how was it that the claim was X135,000 i n
Denmark? )

The police recommended that the theft charge be
dropped. The court accepted the mitigating plea that
Robin had not acted for financial gain but on ground s
of conscience . Robin said, "I never had any intention
of selling the scriptures but only to make the m
available so that others could proceed with thei r
spiritual counselling. They are prevented from doin g
this within the Church of Scientology because of th e
excessively high prices." The judge dismissed the
theft charge .

On the third charge the police recommended th e
smallest sentence . The four-month sentence (with three
months as a suspended sentence) was given on this third
charge .

The RTC, who had been jubilant at the success of
their deceitful plan to lure Robin to Sweden and trap
him, en route, in Copenhagen, and were intending to
make much publicity of his trial and hoped-for lon g
prison sentence, suddenly had egg on their faces (As
well as their hats !) . So much for the "KSW News "
item, published by the RTC, which stated : "Sitting i n
jail and awaiting trial, he and his attorney are no w
assisting to bring others to justice The
conspirators will be found! They are being found and
brought to justice at this very moment . . . The chrome-
hard steel lines of the RTC Network will kee p
Scientology working." Oh, really?

Warren McShane, a leading light (& .Secretary) of
the RTC, fresh from his visit to Saint Hill at the time
of the Independent Scientologists' successful protes t
march, was sitting in the back of the court . He heard
the judge burst into incredulous laughter upon bein g
told the March and April prices charged at Flag for a
12 1\2 hour intensive of HOTS. "Is this true?" he
asked .

Throughout the period leading to the trial, Robin
was aided by a magnificent surge of support fran the
Independent field . He praised the fantastic help he
had received from the local Danish Independents, from
Larry West in the USA, from leading UK Independents an d
many, many others around the world . He also praise d
the consideraton of the Danish police who, among other
acts of kindness, arranged for him to leave prison from
time to time, so that he could ring his wife Adrienne
from a police office. After the trial, the police
officers involved in the case drank champagne wit h
Robin to celebrate his victory .

Upon his return to Candacraig, he found that, far
from being disrupted by the prolonged harassments and
strains of this periods the AAC Scotland had EXPANDED
under attack . They had extended their delivery of
services and gained confidence in the high quality of
their Standard Technology production .

The whole episode has resulted in a uniting of the
Independent field, the forging of strong links betwee n
Candacraig and the Danish Independent Scientologists ,
and a very public and visible triumph over the RTC' s
intention to maintain an astronomically- price d
monopoly on the technology LRH gave to us all .
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THIRD PARTY, FIRE & THEFT

Maybe I should simply admit to the claims made for
me by the All Clear Unit - okay I've had a hear t
attack, I'm gravely ill, I'm dead, so of course I'm not
writing this. Wait a minute are we talking about Jo n
Atack here, or LRH ?

Actually I'm not dead (roo, really I'm not), but I
am rather concerned that the RTC continue their Thir d
Party campaign . Let me make this clear if you hear an y
such talk (I've heard the "Bent wants to sell Hots
packs to untrained people", & the "Bent delivers Sol o
Hots non-standardly", & the "Mayo wants a Monopoly" .NOT
TRUE !), if you hear any such talk ask the originato r
where he heard it & write it up for me. Let the
originators be warned that I've had enough of thi s
nonsense !

Interesting to note that the 4 who helped entrap
Robin Scott received not the £120,000 promised by Mike
Garside in the Ep papers, but a paltrey £300 (Even so
inflation has upped the value of 30 pieces of silver) .
Ken Littlewood & George Bryce have both publicly
resigned the 'Splinter Groups', though both were
briefed by Myles hellor prior to entering said Splinte r
Groups . They are assigned CONFUSION - you can't leave
something you never joined !

I also wish to publicly request the return o f
papers stolen from me by Martin Weightman of the Al l
Clear Unit .

AAC EAST GRINSTEAD

What constitutes an Ideal Org for you ? In Data Serie s
40 IRH gives as the first qualification : "an activity
where people came to achieve freedom & where they ha d
confidence they would attain it" . Further to this he
says: "One could look at this ideal org & know that
this was the place a new civilization was bein g
established for this planet" . A few days ago I visited
the AAC, I have been rather busy these last few weeks
so I haven't been along to see how everything wa s
going. I was very pleasantly surprised - it was like
coming home. I was met with an unreserved friendliness ,
in a very safe & light hearted atmosphere . Indeed, the
sort of atmosphere I most enjoy. It wasn't like being a
rymughty schoolboy waiting for the pronouncements of a n
infinitely superior headmaster. It wasn't like walking
on eggshells, as IRH used to put it . It reminded me of
the purposes that we have most of us worked for al l
these years .

TAKINGTHERISE OUT OFPRICES

DMSr•1H retails at £3 .50 in the UK, its production
cost in Denmark is 30p . The PDC transcripts cost £100
per volume, production cost 70p . When Texas Instrument s
were asked to give a production price on the Mark 6
(admittedly some 7 years ago) they said 50 dollars .
Gentlemen of the Jury : I rest rtpr case .

. GULLIVER 'S TRAVELS
On May 6th Gulliver Smithers, a senior executive of CM O
UK left his poet, & came to see me . We had a long, &
for me fairly unbelievable, conversation . CMO UK is the

A
P

senior Management body in the UK - senior to POLO. Its
function per an Order of 16 Aug 83, is to "execute
WDC's & CMO Int's strategies, programs & orders" .
Further : "The CMO Cont units have the function of being
the OBSERVATION, EXECUTION & POLICE ARM of WDC" (See
CMO UK Newsletter No .5). In fact WDC now runs ALL orgs
by telex on a daily basis, thus by-passing CMO Int, the
ED Int, the 'Exec strata', the Int Mgt Org (Which wa s
the Flag Bureaux), & the FOLOs .

Gulliver was on CMO staff for 6 months & as such
senior to the POLO CO UK (Craig Mathieson, a seasone d
SO veteran, & FEBC I believe) . I was very impressed
with Gulliver - he is very bright & very likeable -
despite this I found it hard to believe that he'd been
in a position to give orders to the CO UK . Gulliver has
had one hour of Book 1 auditing, . & is Staff Statue 2 .
He is 14 years old .

According to Gulliver the current Management PR
about booming state is far from true . During April POLO
state fell to a LOWEST ever. Int state are in Emergency
tending towards Danger, & WDC have issued a programm e
stating this. Sea Org Reserves are down to a fifth of
their 1961 level . The UK Class 4 Orge are losing money
& periodically have to be bailed out by WDC - with a n
average weekly GI BETWEEN them of about 02,500. SO crew
at St Hill were on rice & beans throughout the 6 months
Gulliver was on staff, occasionally relieved by sou p &
baked potatoes with cheese . I'o no expert on nutrition ,
but . . . .

Gulliver as a senior exec earned £1 .25 in his last
week on staff . He told me of several imminent reclares
of staff, & explained that the Deck Project Force (a n
RPF minus auditing I believe) has 25 people on it . AOSH
crew is down to less than half of its 1982 complement .
Isla Pryde, who guided so mare' of us through our OT
sections, is due for a Ccesrev, along with 14 others ,
on unspecified charges .

Gulliver said that there are only 2 !'till-time Nots
auditors with 4 pre-OTs. (When I was on Nots in '82
there were 50 re-OTs &a waiting list of three weeks
to get on !) Our 2 AACs are already producing more
Advanced Level 'completions than St Hill . Gulliver
believed that the Cont average Well Done Auditing Hours
was at 200 per week INCLUDING Purif ! Surely this can' t
be true ?

Gulliver's last WDC programme was the "Non S O
spouse pgm" . This consists of making SO members eithe r
get their spouse to join the SO or to divorce them .
There was more of the same - much more- these last fe w
months I've been reminded again & again of one of IRH' s
favourite books . In Alice in Wonderland there is a
chapter called "The Queen's Croquet Ground" . Here we
find croquet being played using live flamingos for
mallets & live hedgehogs for balls . The following
passage sums up the Church for me : "The players all
played at once without waiting for turns, quarrelling
all the while, & fighting for the hedgehogs ; & in a
very short time the Queen was in a furious passion, &
went stamping about, & shouting 'Off with his head!' o r
'Off with her head' . about once a minute." It's almost
as if Lewis Carroll had been to Gilman Hot Springs !
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OV12i THERE

Mexican Scientologists are told that Italy is
booming . Italian Scientologists are told that Flag i s
booming . Somewhere (just out of view) someone else is
in Affluence. That your Local Org hobbles along in
Danger is merely a small part of the BOOMIIIG
International scene .

Last week I talked with a fellow who'd jus t
returned from doing the Solo Nots course at Flag . (To
be fair he probably didn't know that he was talking to
Arch-villain Jon Atack, Flag MAAs please note) . He was
impressed with the professional quality of the service
he received there, surprised indeed, considering the
SMALL NUMBER OF REMAINING STAFF ! Italy has 4
Independents, chief of which is run by ex-Snr C/S Milan
(Which used to be Europe's biggest Org), Paulo
Fachinetti in Brescia . Mexico of course lost the
Garcias & its other luminaries in the 1982 purge .

The UK orge are in poor shape . London Fdn has acomplement of16 (It was 40 six months ago, & 80 whe n
Ron Hopkins left) . Manchester has 10 staff (38 when Ira
Chaleff, who contrary to rumour does not have a
terminal illness, left) . Birmingham has just lost its
Qual Sec, & the remaining Missionaire, & highes t
trained auditor, is only Class O. Gulliver Smither s
suggested that Sunderland will be the first Org to
close (Its founders are Independents now) . HAPI I' m
told has only 6 staff left . Plymouth has gone so quiet
I don't know if it still exists .

In Germany Munich Org (which has gone from nearly
200 staff down to 30) has lost its Non-Profit status, &
has a demand for immediate payment of 30 Million Mark s
(about 5 to the Pound), from the Government . We awai t
confirmation of a rumour that the Mark 6 has been
banned as a dangerous instrument in Germany (Apparentl y
if plugged in backwards the PC can receive a shock . So
please don't charge your 6 whilst auditing . )

Helsingborg Mission in Sweden has gone Independent .
So have St .Etienne in France & Hannover in Germany . A
new Centre has opened in Lund, Sweden, & an ex-AOSH D K
Nots auditor has opened 2 Centres in Switzerland (at
Langenthal & Bern) . Israel has its first Independent -
the Academy for Advanced Education, PO Box 30835, Tel-
Aviv .

Meanwhile Bent Corydon is very successfully
piloting a New Public programme at his Riversid e
Center . Bent & his wife, Mary, have just paid a very
successful visit to New Zealand, giving a real boost to
the Auckland Independent Delivery group - wh o
anticipate opening a second Centre in Wellington soon .
Of course David Mayo's AAC is expending apace & I'v e
had many glowing reports from AAC public, who seem t o
regard it as the new Flag .

MYSTERY VOICE GAME CONTINUE S

A leading expert in voice analysis, Sandra Disner
of the University of California, Los Angeles, ha s
stated positively that RJ38 is the authentic voice o f
L . Ron Hubbard . The tape was compared wth RJ36 and
R)28 (1976 for Pubs US) . She did not, of course ,
pronounce upon the source of the material or whether i t
was edited . Nor did she make comparison to any
earlier, publicly made, LRH tape .

That makes the score so far : three against and one
in favour . Voice analysis is a booming business .

LRH DOCUMENTS CAS E

The RTC is currently suing Gerry Armstrong in the

• Los Angeles Superior Court for taking document s
belonging to LRH and invading privacy .

The defence claims that Gerry Armstrong took n o
papers at all and that those in his possession were
only copies given to him by Omar Garrison, Ron' s
official biographer .

The RTC first suboitted a motion to prevent th e
admission of any documents to the case . If the papers
were admitted, the content wuld become known to th e
court and, thus, made public . The motion was denied .

The RTC then moved to prevent the admission of any
reference to "Fair Game" and to harassment by the
Church . This motion was also denied .

Mary Sue Hubbard appeared as as witness for the
plaintiffs . She described the taking of the document s
as "mental rape" . However, in cross-examination, she
admitted that she had not read them .

The financial arrangements for the publication of
the proposed biography were also revealed . Royalties
were to go, not to the author as is normally the case ,
but to New Era Pubs (Pubs DK) .

The plaintiffs have rested their case, and, at th e
time of writing (12th May), the defence submission is
in progress .

RECONNECTION vs DISCONNECTIO i

Can you piece together the following? (Answers on a
post card to . . . . )

HCCPL 23 Sep 67 : "The first law of a condition of
Power is don't disconnect ." - LRH .

HCOPL 15 Nov 6b : "Since we can now handle all
types of cases disconnection as a condition is
cancelled ." - LHH.

30 Jun 69, Report of the Commission of Enquiry int o
Scn in New Zealand : "The Commission was informed that
the practice of disconnection was cancelled by
directive of 15th November 1968, & the Commission ha s
received a letter from L .Ron Hubbard stating that the
Board of Directors of the Church of Scientology had no
intention of reintroducing the policy . He also added
that, for his part, he could see no reason why the
policy should ever be reintroduced . "

Scn Policy Directive 13 Aug 82 : "It is a
SUPPRESSIVE ACT to deal with a Declared SUPPRESSIV E
PERSON unless you are the named terminal to deal wit h
the SP (ie Sea Org MAA) . . . . There is no practice of
"disconnection" allowed in the Church . . ."

	

- WDC .

'HCOB' 1U Sep 83, PTS-ness & Disconnection :
"Earlier disconnection as a condition was cancelled . I t
had been abused by a few individuals who'd failed t o
handle situations which could have been handled & wh o
lazily or criminally disconnected, thereby creatin g
situations even worse than the original because it wa s
the wrong action . . . We cannot afford to deny Scn'ists
that basic freedom that is granted to everyone else :
The rielt to choose wham one wishes to communicate wit h
. . . . the tech of disconnection is hereby restored . . . . "- n!"

The Code of Honour : "Never desert a comrade in
need, in danger, or in trouble . . . Never withdraw
allegiance once granted . . . Be your own adviser, keep
your own counsel & select your own decisions . "

Article 'The Code of Honour', 1978 : Where an
individual isn't living by this code he is pretty badly
aberrated . . . You can pick up all the times in an
individual's life when he has violated each clause &
you will find each one of them is aberrative & he ha s
been worried & upset about it since. And it's no t
because somebody is going to punish him, but because it
was untrue to his own self- determinism .

HCOB 7 Aug 79, False Data Stripping : "Where the
person has squired a FALSE thesis (or datum), the TRU E
datum you are trying to teach him becomes an
antithesis . The true datum comes smack up against th e
false datum he is hanging on to, as it is counter to i t
. . . At this point he can try to make sense out of the
collision and form what is called a synthesis, or his
wits simply don't function . . . Sometimes the person
will have such faith in a particular person, book, etc
that he cannot conceive that any data from that
particular source might be false ." - LRH .

To quote from Lewis Carroll again : "Speak i n
French when you ca'n't think of the English for a thing
- turn out your toes as you walk - and remember who yo u
are !" The primary weapon of RTC is simply the nam e
L.Ron Hubbard, they obviously believe that it has
hypnotic power over Scientologists - how wrong can you
be ? (And the Old Man had an answer for that too! )

Jon Atack .
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LEITE RS TO THE EDITCR

'Your last issue was a real cracker, and I really wan t
to validate you guys for doing such a great job . It would
be hard to put into words quite how such of a key-out it was
to receive RECCNNECTICN 4 whilst sitting in my prison cel l
in Copenhagen! Thank you very such indeed for such a thet a
product.

The only thing that I would like to say just to conclud e
that whole episode, is to pay tribute to my beautiful an d
sane wife, Adrienne, who shouldered an incredibly heavy and
enturbulating load in my absence, under considerabl e
harassment and intimidation from the C of S, and made th e
whole scene go totally right. When people ask me for my
successful actions, I just point at Adrienne these days !
I'm very happy to say that she routed onto Advanced Ability
III today - a just reward!"

	

- Robin Scott, Candacraig .

"I was very pleased to receive "RECONNECTION" an d
the great news from the AAC and David Mayo . I am
thrilled to read the many names of people I knew on
staff, people who helped me understand Scientology i n
the beginning, people I wondered about, and it's good
to know they're with us and growing with th e
independent movement world wide .

I have been auditing, using the tech in DMSMH and
my many basic books, and having great wins with my pc s
who are new to Dianetics and Scientology . Honestly ,
working with them has done so such to make me feel
good, high toned, and rekindled and understanding. The
most basic tech is really so powerful . The public
needs and wants Dianetics basic tech, and what bette r
solid foundation do we have for building the reformed
Scientology world we want? The realizations about lif e
my new pcs are having make me sure, and proud once
again to be a Scietologist . I can see the clear plane t
just around the corner and we have a responsibility t o
ourselves to use the tech, communication, and ARC t o
help the planet ." Gordon Walker .

(Editor: Gordon's centre is the Clear Mind Mission, 7
Hazel Avenue, Kilmarnock, Ayrshire, Scotland KA1 2i,Ii . )

"Hello friends, May I introduce to you the Orion
Institute of Epistemology . The Institute delivers Co-
Audits to NEW public .

The Co-Audits are supervised and run in accordance
with those materials in the Technical Volume s
appertaining to the HAS Co-Audit . The Institute does
not deliver any other auditing or training .

Any public declaring of their own volition th e
desire for further progress, will be directed to th e
nearest appropriate Independent Organisation, Group o r
Auditor .

The address of the Institute is Forge Cottage, Peas e
Pottage, West Sussex . Tel (U293) 23909 . " A. Pugsley .

"A real key-out! Thank you for 'Reconnection' issue
4, which arrived here yesterday morning . Rill of news
AND plenty of good news . Fun, too, with the bit on Wee
Willie Winkle !

The piece about Eric Barnes reminded me that I ,
too, had written to 'Stamp Out Squirrels Committee' .
In case you want to use it, here's what I wrote :

'Your hate mail is hilarious! So crudely done !
Crude propaganda. Crudely photostated. Crudely typed .
Crude drawing. Not surprisingly, there's no time-
place-form-event, source: no signature, no names, no
address, no date . No responsibility . . . Next time, I
guess you'll try harder . And lie harder? Don't wast e
your stamps ." Terry Scott, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex .

"The RTC has substantial finances with which to
attack David Mayo .

To counter this, I would like to urge all
Independent Scientologists to make a voluntary yearly
contributon to David, for legal defense, of say 110 pe r
year. David holds the key to the upper levels of th e
Bridge and was entrusted by LRH with the guardianshi p
of the Tech .

I am sure you will agree that he deserves ou r
support - as soon as possible ." (Name and address
supplied )

(Editor: Any bank will supply you with an International
Money Order, for S15 or whatever you wish . This can
simply be sent in a letter to the AAC, Santa Barbara ,
stating that it is for the defense of the Independent
Scientology organizations .)

Editorial

	

FOR THE UNDECIDED

"We know what happens to people who stay in the
middle of the road. They get run over!" Aneurin Bevan
(British politician) 1953 .

"The only thing necessary for the triumph of evi l
is for good men to do nothing ." Edmund Burke (18th
century British statesman) .

"We know, definitely, that the wrong thing to do i s
nothing. Whenever ard situation may develop, we alway s
have that answer. It is wrong to do nothing." IRH
1955 .

If you are undecided about the current situation
regarding the conflict of purposes between the RTC an d
the Independent Scientologists, it is undoubtedly i n
your own interest to do something about it . It is
decidedly non-optimum to do nothing . To stand on th e
sidelines, waiting for the dust to settle, is not
really appropriate for people who have set their fee t
on the road to higher levels of cause, ability and
responsibility .

There IS a conflict. The outcome will determine
whether Scientology Technology is readily available an d
widely applied or whether its availability becomes more
and more restricted to ever fewer people .

There is a tide, entirely unprecedented in th e
history of Dianetics and Scientology, away from th e
RTC-managed Church and towards the ever-growing
Independent groups. The very least one could say i s
that enormous numbers of intelligent, able an d
experienced Scientologists must know SOMETHING that you
have, perhaps, not yet recognized . Might it not be
useful, to put it no more strongly than that, for you r
future well-being and survival to discover which sid e
deserves your support ?

You will realize that, in making this suggestion, I
am confident that once you inform yourself of the whole
picture you will choose to become a free being agai n
and to join the Independent movement .

In December 1963, Ron's son, Nibs Hubbard, made a
tape in which he states categorically that he believe s
that his father has been murdered and that he intend s
to bring his father's murderers to trial . Therefor e
these who are in the Church should consider whethe r
perhaps they been tricked into supporting L . Ron
Hubbard's murderers. This is an extremely strong
suggestion of course but worthy of statement . Surely i f
L!t!i were alive he would not have permitted the last tw o
years atrocities against the very spirit of Scientology ?

declarationone
from
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, the questionable LRH signatures on the documents whic h
allegedly transferred the trademarks to the RTC .

This is a very important time in Scientology . It
is charged with the zest of rebirth . I suggest tha t
you wil not commend yourself in later years if you
allow yourself to do nothing during this eventfu l
perod. I recommend that you jump in with both feet -
one way or the other . A self-determined decision buys
you a ticket to an adventure!

Ron Biggs .
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The RTC goes West
technology" (LRH). RTC apparently wish to alter IRH' s
definition to "a member of the Church of Scientology" .

On 27th of February 1984 the Defendants submitted
as part of their Defence the following:

1. That the Plaintiffs (RTC/CSI) had failed to
state the facts sufficiently to merit the action .

2. That the Plaintiffs are not entitled to maintain
an action for an accounting of profits .

3. That certain trademarks have been improperly
registered by RTC, the words involved being already in
general usage .

4. That marks in general cannot be owned .
5. That marks have not been infringed as a

certified Scientologist is legally empowered to use
them in a field practice .

6. That the Defendants hold a valid license from
LRH in common law because of permanent certification
granted by IRE .

7. That LRH should be a party to the case, as the
transfer documents from LRH to RTC are proven
forgeries .

8. That RTC is not the owner of the marks owing to
this forgery .

9. That the transfer of marks is invalid .
10. That due to the forgery the action is invalid as

RTC/CSI have not come to Court with Clean Hands .
(Necessary in British Law also - & a major reason for
the loss of earlier Church litigation in Britain) .

Larry, who by the way is defending himself & having
great fun doing it, also filed a Counter-Claim on
February 27th. This is based upon :

1. Breach of Contract : This because his Auditor
certificates are in effect licences to apply the tech
in the field & to use the trademarks; that after 6
years of field operation the RTC, with malice
aforethought have wilfully violated the contrac t
between Larry & LRH; that the RTC has committed thi s
breach without demonstrating a valid right to the
trademarks .

2. Defamation of Character : This because the RTC
have originated & distributed libellous documents to
the effect that Larry is a 'Squirrel' & the 'Bi g
Squirrel', which has distinctly unpleasant connotations
in Scn (& also in the Shorter Oxford 'Englis h
dictionary) .

3. Libel & Slander : That RTC have published an
impersonation of LRH on RJ38, & claimed this to be IRH ,
and that in this recording the Preliminary Injunction
against Larry is misrepresented as a Final Judgement .

4. That the Church literature falsely represent s
the validity of certificates it issues on a permanen t
basis, but later seeks to revoke, viz :

. a) PAB 112, The Rights of the Field Auditor (Re-
issued as HCOPL 2 Oct 69) : The Field Auditor has the
Right :

(1) To his own group .
(9)To have & to hold his certificates withou t

cancellation by anyone forever .
(10) To communicate Scientology & to bring about a

civilization for mankind .

b) LP14 LE 43 Int, 24 Nov 69: Field Auditors should
be informed : You can audit any process for which you
have been certified . This means EVFR certified .

c) HCOPL 5 Feb 59, The Code of a Scientologist : I
promise :

15. To stress the freedom to use Son as a
philosophy in all its applications & variations in the
huz anities .

d) Intro to Scn Clear Procedure Issue One: Before
you go whisper this to your sons :- 'This work was free .
Keep it so' .

e) HCOB 22 May 69, Dn its Background : The subjec t
owes no allegiance to anyone but itself. It has no
commitments to anyone . It has no politics . It belongs
to those who use it .

f) Dt' MH, p .168 : If anyone wants a monopoly of Dn ,
be assured that he wants it for reasons which have no t
to do with Dn but with profit . (c .nt,nr .d .• • •)

The liability of bringing an Action to prevent
another from using materials of which you claim to hav e
sole usage is that they may prove to have every righ t
to use them, & you may thusly lose whatever control yo u
originally had . Before we take a closer look at Civi l
Action no.831749G (CM) let's take a look at the
credentials of the Defendants :

1. Larry Dahlkvist/West is President of the
California Association of Dianetic Auditors, hi s
predecessor having been writer A .E.van Vogt (to whom
Battlefield Earth was dedicated) . Larry was also the
Founder of the Reformed Church of Scientology, in San
Diego. He is a Class 8 (AOLA cert no .240), & audited
Note complete .

2. Catherine Williams, who works with Larry, is a
Class 2 auditor, & also audited Nots complete .

3. The Reformed Church of Scientology, incorporated
in 1976, by Larry West .

4. CADA (the California Association of Dianeti c
Auditors), the oldest surviving corporate body of Sc n
or Dn . Incorporated on February 27th 1951 . CADA has
never been part of the CofS, which was incorporated
some 3 years later .

The RTC/CSI case against Larry West et al came t o
court on November 14th 1983 . The case was brought for :

(i) trademark & trade name infringement .
(ii) injury to RTC/CSIs reputation .
(iii)unfair competition .

The RTC allege that Bridge Pubs have suffered los s
of revenue 'believed to exceed the sum of $10,00()
exclusive of interest & costs' . They demand that Bridge
be awarded all profits accrued by Larry West, &
'punitive damages in the amount of $100,000 agains t
each of the Defendants' .

Without hearing the case & based solely on the
RTC's demonstration of its apparent possession of
certain trademarks, & upon advertisements put out by
Larry, the Court awarded a Preliminary Injunction
restraining Larry West et al from using certai n
trademarked words in describing the Services he
delivers . These words include : Scientology & Bridge ,
but interestingly not Dianetics (To which CADA have a
prior claim it seems) . This Injunction in no way stops
Larry from trading - only alters the description of hi s
Services (So he uses 'Grade Chart' rather than
'Bridge', for example) . '

So did LRH invent the term Scientology ? The firs t

recorded usage was in fact four years before IRH' s
birth, by a writer called Alan Upward in a book called
"The New Word" . The book was published in England i n
1907 (and, yes, we have checked & it is in the British
Library), & in America, by Mitchell Kinnerley, New

York, in 1910. The second usage was in a book ,
published in German in 1934, the author was a Dr A
Nordenholz, & the title of the book "Scientologi e

1934". An edition of this book is also to be found i n
the British Library, & in America the book was

translated by one Woodward McPheeters (We'd like to
know if this is the Woody t•1cPheeters of early

Dianetics) . The definition of Scientologie given by

Nordenholz is 'the science of the constitution &
usefulness of knowledge & knowing' . A few weeks ago I
was told of a woman who left East Grinstead when LR H
arrived because he had so grossly altered the
principles of the philosophy to which she subsribed :
Scientologie. Unfortunately no-one explained to he r
that the two subjects have little but the name i n
common, & that probably quite by chance .

The above serves to demonstrate that the RTC' s
claim that the word was first used in 1951 is
inaccurate .

The RTC also claim ownership of 'secondary marks' .
These are defined as "Marks long in use by the Churc h
for which registration claims have not yet bee n
submitted nor certificates issued" . An example of such
a Secondary Mark is the term 'Scientologist' . The Tec h
Dictionary gives : "One who betters the conditions of
himself & the conditions of others by using Scientology
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Larry's Counter-Claim requires that RTC submi t
answers to interrogatories from Larry . To refuse so to
do would imply that HTC have something to hide (whic h
they quite possibly do !) . The chief revelations to
date are that Pat a: Annie Broeker, the only people
credited with knowledge of Ron's whereabouts since
1980, hold no position in the Church . Further Larry has
been the only person successful in prizing a copy of
the complete so-called 'LRH/RTC' trademark agreements
out of RTC . These documents have previously been issue d
minus paragraph 4, & minus the signature or seal of the
notary public who authorized the 'agreement' .

Paragraph 4 bring to light a corporation called
the Church of Spiritual Technology (or COST, as w e
jovially call them) . We subsequently discovered tha t
LRH is NOT a signatory to COST . COST has the right t o
purchase the trademarks of Scn from RTC without notice
for $1CO ! An as yet unconfirmed US source tells u s
that the Directors of COST are : Pat & Annie Broeker ,
and David Miscavige .

The notary public turns out to be none other than
the famous David Miscavige ! Miscavige is of course an
Incorporator of the RTC, & under the Rules for
California Notaries cannot notarize any agreement i n
which he has an interest . (I should say at this point
that I have ALL of the documents to which I refer) .
Further Diana Voegeding, ex-CO CMO & Chairwoman of WDC ,
has sworn a statement to the effect that Miscavige' s
standard practice was to send his notary book 'up-
lines' via Broeker & ,likewise any documents requiring
signature (printed in this issue of Reconnection) . The
whole function of a Notary is to witness & authenticat e
the signature of documents ! This is therefore a
complete travesty .

Larry is currently seeking to obtain LRH' s
appearance to answer certain highly relevant questions .
It is highly dubious that LRH will appear - he has
failed so to do in the Martin Samuels case, which i f
lost will cost LRH $72 million. Can IRM appear ? Is h e
still alive ? If he is alive does he have any freedom
of movement ? We'll keep you as well informed as we can
in future editions of Reconnection .

Jon Atack - with thanks to our special
correspondent .

FASCISM AND THE RTC
Perhaps you have felt that labelling the RTC as

"fascistic" was a bit "over the top"? If so, read over
the following extracts on Fascism from the World noo k
Encyclopaedia and note how remarkably the RTC marches
in step with earlier fascistic groups .

"FASCISM is a form of government which centers all
power in a single party heeded by an absolute dictator .
Benito Mussolini, who ruled Italy from 1922 to 1943 ,
was the first Fascist dictator . He named the party
after the 'fasces', a symbol of authority in ancien t
Rome . Between 1933 and 1945, Germany had a fascis t
government under Adolf Hitler . Under fascism, the
government rigidly controls the religious, political ,

.social, and economic life of the country . Private
ownership is permitted, but both labor and managemen t
lose their freedom.

"THE POLICE STATE . Fascism depends upon the police
to crush all opposition or dissent . Secret police spy
on the whole population, and even a casual remark
against the regime leads to swift and severe
punishment . Cpposition parties are dissolved . The
ruthlessness of the police gradually makes resistance
to the government more difficult . This is because
within a few years after fascism has come to power ,
vigorous opponents of the regime have either fled fro m
the country or been killed or sentenced to prison .

"EXTREME NATIONALISM . Fascism . . . tries to identify
its principles with the country, so that disagreemen t
will look like treason. Some other country, or some
group within the country, is usually picked out to
serve as "the enemy" and made to appear as the cause of
all evils or misfortunes . For example, the Nazis i n
Germany represented their movement first as a crusade
against the Jews, then as a fight against communism ,
and later as a struggle aginst the "attacks" o f
whatever neighboring country they wished to subdue o r
occupy .

"MILITARISM . Fascism maintains among the people a
permanently warlike frame of mind . All citizens feel
that they are mobilized against enemies of the regime
within, and against possible foreign foes . . . A dictator
must convince people that the country is threatened .

"THE CULTIVATION OF IGNORANCE. Fascism, like all
forms of government, rests finally upon the sincere
consent of a large part of the population . To maintain
this consent, the fascist leadership must cut off the
people from any information which might cause them to
doubt the complete truth of fascist principles .
Newspapers, radio, television, and other means of
communication must be censored so the public will get
only those facts the leaders want known. Travel to
other countries must be controlled, and freedom of
speech and assembly must be rigorously suppressed . "

AND AFTER THE RTC ?

The RTC is by now so widely revealed as opposed to
what Scientology is about that it is simply not
possible for them to continue in power indefinitely .
Even a fascistic leadership is dependent upon the
agreement and consent of those who are led . As mor e
and more of what they have done becomes known, so thei r
chances of continuing in power are dwindling . They ar e
aware of this themselves . Therefore, a further
organizational structure has been set up to pick up the
pieces when the RTC crashes . This salvage organization
is called the Church of Spiritual Technology. The
initials, significantly, make up the word COST .

ENTERTAINERS DEMAND REFORMS

In San Francisco, some of the biggest names in the
arts and entertainment field, including Chick Corea and
Stanley Clarke, joined in a 40-strong petition to the
Church demanding extensive reforms .

The disenchantment with the RTC-run Church i s
greater in the USA than we can easily realize in the
UK . The movement away from the Church there is
MASSIVE .

HELP NEEDED

In Omaha, Nebraska, the long-running case brought
by the RTC and the C of S against Don Hills, Joy McKe e
et al (trading as the Churh of Scio- Logos) still
continues . It hinges on the question of RTC's right t o
control the trademarks of Dianetics and Scientology and
is therefore of great importance for the future of
Independent Scientology .

Funds are needed and any help would be appreciated .
Contributons may be sent to 18924 Benton Boulevard ,
Elkhorn, NE 68022, USA .

MORE PROTEST MARCHES

Following the protest march to Saint Hill by
Independent Scientologists there have been at least tw o
more marches .

In Los Angeles a large demonstration march was made
by approximately 300 Independent Scientologist s
protesting that the Church was not repaing the unuse d
monies they had requested to be returned to them. The
requests amounted to $1 1/2 million . Excellent media
coverage was obtained, including magazines and TV .

One of the demonstrators marched with a bag
over her head to conceal her identity to protect he r
from RTC harassment . The media were very interested
that she felt that this was necessary !

In Copenhagen, Danish Independent Scientologist s
demonstrated outside the Org as part of the super b
support they gave to Robin Scott .

THE DANISH CONNECTION(? )
Danish Drugs Case :	 RTC Lawyer Charge d

The lawyer who represented the RTC during the case
against Robin Scott in Copenhagen last month now faces
a criminal charge himself .

Wilhelm Leifer, a well-known criminal lawyer
appeared in court on 7th May charged with illegally
transferring money out of the country on behalf of a
drug dealer .

The source of this information is a full-page
article in the main Danish national newspaper BT
(Berlingske Tidende) . It is headed "Lawyer Suspected
of Involvement with Narcotics Gangster" .

According to the article, Mr Leifer is widely known
as a defence lawyer for those charged with major crimes
connected with the narcotics trade . The same articlestates that "he is an expert in irritating the police . "

The charge carries a maximum penalty of six years .
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	 A New Game
Here are some extracts from one of David Mayo' s

Sunday talks at the AAC Santa Barbara .

"We need to have a game. Possibly a new game, but
definitely I think we need to have a game . We could
say that the game is getting oneself Clear and gettin g
oneself up to CT and getting one's friends Clear an d
OT. That's a very desirable thing to do, but, along
with that, I think there should be some more purpose t o
it than that .

A gpal that's often been stated is "To Clear the
planet". I've heard people express this, and I've fel t
this way myself, that the goal of Clearing the plane t
is somewhat distant, and possibly a little unreal- a s
an immediate goal . It's not that I think there' s
anything wrong with the idea, but it's a little far -
flung. It's desirable to have goals or targets whic h
one can reach in the near future and something that on e
can work towards and see actual accomplishment on .

So there are various things we could do and I'm not
aping to lay down what I think the new game should be ,
particularly, but I'll express some opinions about it .

While I don't want to dwell too mich on the errors
of the pest, there has been, over the years, a n
increased individuation of Scientologists an d
Scientology from what was called "the public" or fro m
society in general, which I consider to have been quit e
a bed thing.

If we were busy saying we wanted to help people and
to Clear the planet, then the idea of individuating and
becoming different from other people tended to get i n
the way of that as a major barrier . So I think we
should get rid of the idea that other members of th e
society in which we all live are "wogs" or "raw meat "
or whatever. Partly because marty of them are ver y
capable people and so on, but simply because it tend s
to preclude having ARC with them . You can't do much to
help people unless you establish ARC with them first .

So the idea for a new game which I came up with i s
the idea of us creating a new civilization . I think
that, given the tech and the data that we have, we
could actually bring about a new civilization - on a
small scale to start with and in small areas, but in
expanding areas . I think that would be a desirable
game to play . That would give us something else to do
in addition to going up the Bridge ourselves . It would
peke the point of making the able more able . Having
gone up the Bridge, it would give us something very
worthwhile to accomplish as a result of doing that . We
would be able to turn around and help people and
society generally .

The idea is first getting back into ARC with peopl e
generally and with society, and then finding ways and mean s
in which we can raise the tone level of that society . So,
in the long run, I'm sure we would end up with a cleare d
planet . *

RECONNECT WITH SOCIETY

In this issue of "REC0NNECTION" attention is directed t o
reconnecting with the society we are part of . Here are some
extracts on this theme taken from the Journal of the AA C
Santa Barbara:-

"The basic purpose has always been to change condition s
for the better, to create a better civilization, t o
disseminate knowledge, to eliminate the scourges o f
insanity, criminality and war and make the universe a mor e
decent and fun place to live. These should be the purpose s
being worked towards with renewed vigor .

I think the priority is to concentrate our energies o n
basic purpose, to reconnect up to society and our mission in
it, to out-create the entheta by doing so . We can generate
new organizational forms around these purposes and program s
as they gow, and not otherwise worry too much about them .
I think we should get out there and regain our integrity and
respect with the world by doing an awful lot of good with '
what we know . I think we should have a lot of fun doing s o
and give each other as much support as we can in these
efforts.• The field groups and newsletters could serve a s
communication and resource centers to help people do thi s
and be invaluable in this role. If we put our attention
back onto the society and doing important things out there
in acceptable, effective and determined ways, I think a
tremendous amount of good will come of all we have gon e
through in the last few years ."

Rebecca Goldstein of Survival Services International ,
Denver, writes :-

"There were so many freedoms lost over the years that
are now returning. One is the freedom to be loyal to our
friends, openly .

Another newly rediscovered freedom is the freedom t o
learn, be curious, to explore the works of earth's OTHE R
geniuses - to admit that there are and always have bee n
other geniuses . History is largely the story of geniuse s
and their effects, and followers . . . . There is a worl d
here, a world filled with all manner of people and things, a
world which we should and can reach out into, experience ,
explore, improve, share, and generally inhabit responsibly . "

"The highest activity is playing a game. When one is
high-toned he knows that it is a game ." LRH, New Slant '
on Life .

"Man, in affinity with Man, survives and that survival
is pleasure." IRH, DMSYM .

SURVIVAL SERVICES, COLORADO, USA

We are haply to print some news about a very
successful Independent centre which is vigorously
making Scientology available in the USA . They deliver
all services including L's & all advanced & solo
levels. Survival Services International is an
independent group of highly trained and experience d
individuals who offer training and counselling service s
for the betterment of mankind . "Highly trained and
experienced"? Yes, indeed :

John Galusha

Throughout the 1950's John was IRA's "right-hand
man" on technical matters, acting as Deputy, Processin g
Director, Training Director, Supervisor and also
assisting with counselling research . He worked with
IRH in Wichita, Kansas ; Phoenix, Arizona; Camden, New
Jersey; Washington DC, and in England. John graduated
from the St Hill training during the period when IR H
himself was supervising and lecturing . To list his
earned certificates would not begin to communicate the
breadth and depth of his technical expertise .

In the early 50's, John ran the first Book
extension course, a pilot so successful that curren t
extension courses are modelled after this origina l
endeavour. Besides training, John also kept busy
counselling . He started and maintained several fiel d
practices with only one problem . . . more business than
he could handle !

Rebecca Goldstei n

By the time Rebecca had graduated from High Schoo l
she was already a full Grades Release and part way
through her training levels . She celebrated her 20th
birthday on the Class VIII course . By 1973 she was on
the ship in charge of the Qual Division under Davi d
Mayo and IRS. In late 1974 she and her husband, Mike ,
came to Denver where they built the organization up
from two to a full-time staff of over 50 !

Russ Meadows

After working on staff in Los Angeles, Russ did
training on the main ship doing 40 to 50 hours o f
counselling a week and sending taped sessions up t o
IRH. Finally he got his "OK" from IRH who said ,
"That's excellent, good and interested and natural .
You're with it . Love, R ." Russ is a Class XII
Auditor. He was counselling and supervising on th e
ship under David Mayo who was his hot spur line if h e
ran into trouble (he still is!) David also supervise d
him when he was counselling on 10, 11 and 12 actios .
Russ's biggest win, so far, at Survival Services is i n
seeing the tech WORK! He says, "It's still amazing t o
me, after 17 years, how well this tech works . "

Survival Services' newsletter, PRO SURVIVAL ,
includes some excellent quotations, well worthrepeating:

"He Is Free Who Knows
How To Keep In His Own
Hands The Power To Decide ,
At Each Step, The Course
Of His Life, And Who Lives
In A Society Which Does
Not Block The Exercise Of
That Power." - Salvador de Madariaga .
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	 CLAIMING YOUR MONEY BACK FROM THE C of S 	
First of all let us distinguish between a REPAYMEN T

and a REFUND . If you have paid money into any Org and
have NOT TAKEN the service or NOT RECEIVED the book o r
tapes then you can ask for a REPAY?I}1T .

If you have paid money into the Organisation ,
received services and are now dissatisfied with the
service and asking for your money back this is known a s
a REFUND. The possibility of getting a REFUND from th e
Church is remote especially if the service was take n
over 3 months ago, and if you wanted to pursue thi s
course then it would have to be via a lawyer .

If you have paid for a course or auditing and only
done a very small percentage of that service, there i s
a possibility you can claim a repayment as the servic e
was never really delivered .

We are dealing here with the repayment of monie s
that have been paid to the Church for services or
products that you no longer want or are no longer
eligible to receive .

Five Different Circumstance s

There are five different circumstances to consider :
1. If the amount you are owed by any Organisation i n
the UK is less than L5,000 i.e. if you are owed X3000
by Londn and 13,000 by AOSHUK then both claims come
within the "less than L5,000 category" . Claims belo w
L5,000 can be taken to the "Small Claims Court" whic h
is inexpensive and through the use of which goo d
results have been achieved .
2. If your repayment claim from a particular
Orgenisation in the UK is over £5,000 then you will
have to engage the services of a solicitor to act fo r
you and bring the action to court as the Small Claim s
Court does not deal with claims over £5,000 . We
sagest that you use a solicitor who shows a genuine
interest in the action .
3. If you are owed money by HADI in Edinburgh the the
laws in Scotland are different . Follow the steps below
4. If you live abroad and are owed money from any o f
the UK Organisations then we can arrange for someone i n
this country to act for you in claiming back you r
money. Again if the amount is over 15,000 then we wil l
use our recommended solicitor . Otherwise the Small
Claims procedure applies . In either case you will have
to give power of attorney in claiming benk the money .
5. If you have money at Flag then we can arrange for a
representative in Florida to claim the money back on
your behalf . Again, you will have to give power o f
attorney to that person so that they may act for you .

What Do You Do to Start the Ball Rolling ?

1. The first thing is to gather up all the invoices
you have for undelivered service (or books) with th e
particular Orgenization(s), If you haven't got copie s
of the invoices, (FLUNK!!) then write to th e
Organisation concerned and ask for copies of th e
invoices or a statement of what you have in you r
account . Please note that legally the invoices ar e
the original record of the payment made to the church
whereas a statement from the Church is considered a
secondary record that gives a summary of the total
owing from the Church .

You may neve r . get a written reply to such a request
and if you haven't got invoices then look up your
cheque stubs or the appropriate statement so you hav e
evidence of the cheque being written and the amount
being debited from your bank account .
2. Work out which organization owes you what money .
Write to that Organization and ask for a repayment o f
that money as you no longer wish to take the service or
receive the product that you paid for .

A typical letter would go a s
your own words )

AOSH UK
Church of Scientology ,
Religious Education College Inc . ,
Saint Hill Manor ,
East Grinstead ,
West Sussex ,
RH19 4JY

Dear Sir ,
I paid L123O.4O into your Organization as an

advance payment for future services. I no longer wish
to take those services and I hereby request that this
payment be returned immediately to me at the above
address .

If I do not receive ay money from you within 7
days, interest will be charged upon it & I will be
taking legal means to recover the amount ,

Yours faithfully, . . . .

Please note that we not only address this letter to
the trading name (Church of Scn) but also to th e
company name (RECI) . You will find this "official
name" at the bottom of the invoices for the particula r
Org .

3. It is essential that you have TRIED to get your
money back before you resort to legal means . Ensure
that you keep photocopies of any letters that you sen d
to the Org.

4. When you have done steps 1 - 3 for eac h
Organisation that owes you money then write to us a s
follows :

REPAYMENT REGISTRAR, c/o "Avalon", Cranston Road, Eas t
Grinstead, West Sussex .

Enclose photocopies of all invoices and all
correspondence with the Church. Also enclose your
present status with the Church including copies of any
Ethics Order by the Church or any resignation by yo u
which would, of course, make you ineligible to take the
service. (Note this is not essential and if you are
"on the fence" with no such documentation you can still
claim back money from the Church) .

We will send you instructions as to what to do next
with all the necessary forms, etc .

We wish you luck in your endeavour . P.S. When the
Org gets your letter asking for your money back they
will ring you and :
1. Try to change your mind .
2. Ask you to come to the Org to do the Routing Form .
This long Form includes Expelling you ! In a recent
case a couple who were owed 16,000 & waited for 6
months until they had to resort to the Small Claims
Court anyway . Our advice is to by-pass the bureaucrati c
nonsense & go directly to the Small Claims Court . It
has proven successful .

fr.-
STANL BY FOR INTENTIONAL LIBEL

When the RTC uses Church funds to print and
distribute alarming, false stories about David Mayo ,
the AAC, other Independent Scientologists and groups ,
they are not constrained, as decent people are, by a
desire to print only what is true . You and I would no t
deliberately print and circulate outrageous lies about
other people . In the wider society, too, strong
efforts are made to avoid printing lies - if only t o
avoid running into trouble with the libel laws . Not so
the RTC . They WANT to be sued for libel! How come ?

In America, the wronged person who sues for libe l
most bear the court costs until the matter is settled .
But this could take YEARS and all the while money i s
being drained from the victim of libel . Thus the RTC' s
strategy is to blatantly slander and libel David Mayo ,
for example, in such an ugly fashion that he will b e
provoked to file a law suit . If he fell into that
trap, he could be financially ruined .

Well, just imagine what you could say if you were
trying to get sued! Does this explain some of the
entheta mailings you have come across? Just realise
that the RTC is trying to make their attacks s o
vicious, hate-filled and false that a leading field
scientologist will be trapped into suing. So now you
know how much credence to give to these RTC
outpourings .

Wasn't it Goebells, Hitler's Propaganda Minister ,
who operated on the basis of publishing such outrageous
lies that people would accept them because they
couldn't believe that anyone world have the nerve to
print these things if they WEREN'T true? What an
odious person the RTC have chosen to model themselves
upon. Nevertheless, is it any surprise ?

folbws (please use
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A LETTER FROM COPENHAGEN INDEPENDENT AO'S LEAD AUDITO R

H In September 1982 I was given some sec checks in
AOSH EU & AF, where I worked as the NOTs lead auditor .
I had held this post since we started auditing NOTs in
Denmark in 1979 . (I was on the very first NOTs course
on Flag, supervised by Merrill Mayo .) The sec checks I
got were going wilder and wilder with questions like :
Who in the Danish government I was working for? It al l
ended up with a meeting with the Missionnaire and th e
C/S Bodil Tucker and HAS Toni Kunzl . They told me they
had enough data to declare me SP several times, bu t
since I was upstat, I would be given the RPF instead .
So they wanted me to go do the RPF and as I found th e
verbal charges false or only half true (there were a
few true ones also), I refused to go do the RPF . I was
asked what I would then do, to which I could onl y
answer that I wanted to go back and audit my Pre—OTs .
I was told that in that case I would have to leave th e
org and the Sea Org, which I then did .

During the summer of 1983 I began to become aware
of the fact that a lot of other well trained auditor s
all over the planet had been kicked out of the various
Scn Orga and Sea Org units all over the planet . They
were kicked out for reasons best known to Gods an d
Devils .

Towards the end of 1983 I was contacted by a friend
of mine, who had just been in California and gotte n
some NOTs auditing by other ex-Sea Org audtors over
there (in fact he completed OT5 and OT6 whilst he wa s
there — three, weeks) . He asked me if I would like t o
work with his on setting up a unit here in D K
delivering the entire bridge . This I wanted to do .
Since then things have moved fast . In the last 3 weeks
Merrill Mayo (Class•XII) and George Beasley (Class V I
C/S) have been here in DK helping us set up the unit
and delivering auditing and courses to public here .
During these 3 weeks we have had 3 OT4 completions, 2
DCSIs, 2 Sun H/Ds, 1 NOTs auditor ready to audit, an d
we have now 4 auditing on Solo NOTs and in the near
future there will be 12 on Solo NOTs . Currently we
have 3 on OT5 and many more to come in the near future .
All delivery has been done for about one—seventh of
what is currently being charged by the church.

Our future plans are to expend rapidly and have
more auditors connect up with us . There are several
who have already agreed to do this and they are busy
ending other cycles so they can start . We will as soon
as possible get our own premises . (In PT we operate
from a private home .) Close by there is a Purif Centre
being set up, run by an OT3 who is a trained auditor .
There are several well trained auditors in the field
here who are already active . We had our first publi c
event one and a half weeks ago . There were 55 peopl e
present — all clear or above except a very few . The
atmosphere was very high toned and free .

In case you would like to have more information ,
you are always very welcome to write us . Lots of love ,
Per . Class IX OT6 ." (Write via Carol Kanda . )

VALUABLE ALLY
Antony Philips, a long—time Scientologist, is a

most active Independent Scientologist living i n
Denmark . Thrown his efforts, "Reconnection" reaches
into Europe as Antony reproduces each issue and
redistributes it there. This valued contribution
undoubtedly helps to strengthen the Independent fiel d
and gives needed information to those still uncertai n
about the current situation in Scientology . THANKS ,
Antony !

SUPPORT FOR "RECONNECTION "

Once amain, our thanks to those who have now sen t
in their E12 subscriptions to secure a year's supply of
"Reconnection" and to support the wider distribution of
this vital newsletter . We are not aware of any othe r
newsletter having the frequency, or spread, or coverage
of events . "Reconnection" is not the publication of any
income earning croup, & it depends upon the support of
the Independent field. So far "Reconnection" has been
widely welcomed (Thank—you!) . We ask for you r
subscriptions in order to ensure that this continues .
We are taking subscriptions at £12 for the 19E4 issues
— the new subscription year begins in January .

WHAT YOUR DONATIONS BUY — PART 2------------ -

Many may recall Bruce Glushakow from his time at
Saint Hill prior to his move to Flag. In his capacity
as Qual Consultant, Flag Land Base, Bruce wrote to a
European Scientologist in March, this year . He
imparted the news that "A project is underway to encode
all of Scientology materials so as to be readily
understood by 6 nearby civilizations (nearby to thi s
planet) . . . this is a massive project and is called SIR
(Source Information Retrieval) . "

CADA, THE OLDEST SURVIVING DIANETIC CORPORATION IN TH E
WORLD

Famous science fiction writer, A E van Vogt, one of
the men to whom IRH dedicated "Battlefield Earth" ha s
written a brief history of the California Associatio n
of Dianetic Auditors . He was president of CADA for
many years and only retired in 1981 . Here are some
extracts :

Dianetics began in May 1950, with the publication
of the book : DIANE7TICS : The Modern Science of Menta l
Health, by L . Ron Hubbard . After the publication of
the book we began to hear of an organization being set
up in Elizabeth, N.J ., apparently established by
Hubbard himself, where classes were being offered .
Several L .A . people went east and took the course .
Among these were Russell Schofield and Bradford Shank .
Meanwhile, I had received phone calls from Ron, and I
was busy setting up what would presently become the
Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation of California Inc .

Shortly after rid—summer Hubbard arrived and gave
the first course . It lasted 30 intensive days, and cost
$500 . Over 300 persons took the course, and more wer e
signed up for subsequent courses . It was early in 195 1

that I heard that graduate auditors had formed th e
California Association of Dianetic Auditors, a
corporation . The date of incorporation was February
27, 1951 . Apparently, in its formative stages, when
Ron was asked to give it his blessing, he did so .

About 1955 I joined the CADA . It turned out that I
was just in time to become involved in the struggle by
the Hubbard supporters in the membership to take ove r
and make CADA a subsidiary of IRH's Church of
Scientology in Los Angeles . When they lost the vote on
that, they departed in a body ; and one of them later
became the head of Hubbard's org in Los Angeles .

It was this individual who subeequently filed sui t
against me, the intention being to stop me from usin g
the word "Hubbard" in the name Hubbard Dianetic Center ,
and to deny me all use of the word dianetics, which —
it was stated in the suit — belonged exclusively to
LRH .

The San Francisco attorney who had helped me close
down the HDRF came to L .A ., and we showed the attorney
of the local org my certificates, and established for
him that the CADA was now the oldest surviving dianeti c
corporation in the world, all the earlier ones having
either gone into bankruptcy or, like the HDRF, folde d
legally with the permission of the creditors .

That was all the org attorney needed . He informed
the local Hubbard aide that my situation was legally
unassailable, and resigned from the case .

Within the Hubbard org, Ethics officers have fo r
years been penalizing people who were called
troublemakers — one such person was suspended becaus e
he questioned the concept of clear . Such actions mak e
us wonder about the future of orgs .

Consider: Hubbard has remarked that the average
Thetan — a Scientology term for the true individual as
a sort of spirit — normally, as the saying goes, "drops
the body" at about earth age 84 . So that 13 years from
now, when the Hubbard Thetan makes the decision t o
"separate Theta from Mest", there will begin, an d
continue, within the Hubbard org, all the menuvering
for power which has always characterized such period s
of an organization's history . We may picture Ethics
officers calling opposing executives "troublemakers "
and "suppressive persons" . And all this will go on and
on .

When that hour arrives, and continues, the
existence of a legally incorporated association like
the CADA will, in my opinion, provide a safe and san e
continuation of the basic methods and ideas without an y
ulterior motives being involved .
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`lie cbee~ardbion of~vtay 9,2cD33
1 . When, in the pursuit of Spiritual awareness ,
understanding, and betterment, men of good will joi n
together to more fully and righteously achieve certai n
postulated states and goals, such a group have the
right to be known and operate as a Church under th e
laws of the country or countries in which suc h
operation be situated .
2 . Such a Church, whether it be formed around a known
deity, or under Divine guidance, or even based upo n
certain understandings and precepts not yet full y
realized, is primarily an association of People of
Cammon Cause and Belief, and this is senior to any
subsequent and more temporal organization, and physica l
trappings .
3 . Such a group as so defined exists, and are by common
purpose, known as scientologists . Their inspiration ,
philosophy toward life, and indeed life style, ar e
based upon their understandings of philosophical and
epistemological writings of one L . Ron Hubbard who
claims no divinity for himself, and who has indee d
warned against such occurrence .
4. In the course of the last -quarter of a century
temporal structures have been formed with an origina l
purpose of more fully disseminating the original
precepts, and application of those precepts in an exac t
manner for the betterment of mankind .
5. In recent years these organizations have become an
end to themselves, with scant attention to the origina l
precepts, resulting in overbearing importance being
placed on Structural Policies and demanded compliance s
to those policies taking supreme precedence to the
Philosophical and Technical texts upon wich th e
original precepts were formed .
6. Such happenings have brought the subject into
disrepute, have caused distress and harm to many of the
experienced co-religionists, who wish only that ther e
be a continuance of availability of the Philosophy an d
Technology upon which the church was founded .
7. To this end then is now formed and declared to b e

The FREE CHURCH of INDEPENDENT SCIENTOLOGISTS

as the true and honourable association of co-
religionists with the common goal of ensuring that th e
Technology and Philosophy of the original works of L .
Ron Hubbard be continued as he would wish . . . for the
betterment of Mankind .
8. The Free Church of Independent Scientologists is a n
unincorporated association of co-religionists who hav e
joined in the egon creed stated thus :

1. Man is Basically Good .
2. Man may best understand God by continuing t o

help and understand his fellow man .
9. All persons of good will, subscribing to this creed ,
even if they have been hurt or harmed by the managemen t
of The Church of Scientology, are hereby accepted as
members in good standing in The Free Church o f
Independent Scientologists, and are urged to continu e
with the application of the technology, as laid out b y
L. Ron Hubbard, and for the benefit of all Mankind .
10. The exact Philosophy and Technology must be
available to all who genuinely desire it in accordanc e
with the wishes of L . Ron Hubbard as so stated in hi s
writings .

Issued under the authority of the law s
of the Sovereign State of Californi a

May 9, 1983 .

ARC
---- Our success depends upon our maintenance of AR C
with each other . It is interesting to note the Admin
Dictionary definition No .14 of "Policy" which is : "A
method of bringing about agreement and communication
along certain matters which lead to a higher level o f
survival". As can be seen. Policy is a way of
increasing our ARC. As we have done with the
technology, let us forget the misapplications of the
pest and work out how we can use LRH's policy in the
future to enhance our survival !

Anyone with any question on Tech or Policy i s
welcome to refer to our library and use our expertis e
in digging out the right references !

Eric Ballard, A>S>K> (The Association for Study and
,Knowledge) Crawley 1182524 .

MORE ON THE NOTABLE NOTARY

The following, properly witnessed affidavit throws
further light on the wonderous "legal" activities o f
David Miscavige :

"I, Diana Sue (Reisdorf) Voegeding, do hereby swear
knowledge to the fact that David Miscavige of Gilma n
Hot Springs California, acting as a California Notary
Public did receive signatures of L . Ron Hubbard in his
Rotary Book without L. Ron Hubbard appearing befor e
him . .

"I have direct knowledge that David Miscavige di d
not see L . Ron Hubbard between March of 1990 throug h
December of 1981 yet had a page of signatures from hi m
that he could date and assign to documents as h e
apparently needed .

"Since David Miscavige was not allowed to see L .
Ron Hubbard he would send his Notary Book with Pa t
Broeker who would return it within a week or so with a
page filled in of signatures of L. Ron Hubbard . Then
when David Miscavige had a document that required L .
Ron Hubbard's signature, David Miscavige would peas the
document to Pat Broeker and when it came back, Davi d
Miscavige would notarize it and fill in the informatio n
in his book along side one of the signatures he had .

"To the best of my knowledge, this procedure ha s
been followed through to the first months of 1983 . "
Diana S. R. Voegpding.

WHAT YOUR DONATIONS BUY - PART 3

From the "Denver Post" :
"The Church of Scientology, one of the nation' s

wealthiest and most controversial religious organ-
izations has moved into the oil business with the
purchase of a significant interest in an Oklahoma Cit y
oil and gas exploration company, the Denver Post has
learned .

"The Church has also provided $3 .3 million to
finance drilling activities for the company, HG & G
Inc .

" . . .after failing to interest industry investors o r
conventional lending surces, HG & G Inc . sold an
interest in the company to . C of S Flag Service
Organization Inc . "

GARDENER'S WORLD

As you•all know it's the time of year for puttin g
in those delicate little plants, so I thought I' d
devote this month's column to some of our own recent
work in the local gardens .

This month three new plants were discovered in Bast
Grinstead it Crawley . Our resident Botanist believe s
that all three are hybrids developed from that noxious
strain Michalus Garsidious - in turn an off-shoot o f
Mylawrus Mellawicus. As any seasoned Horticulturalis t
knows these species are extremely poisonous & ver y
unwelcome in either home or garden ! Really they are
simply anther weed & fortunately rather easy to root
out. They tend to have the appearance of Fungi .

The two East Grinstead species were Jessicu s
Parcellius, a very pretty plant, but beware! & Georgian
Turnrycoatus. The Crawley strain was Kevinus Onealium -
closely related to Mellawicus Be-one-icus . Fortunately
the Onealium tried to root where there was no Sunshine ,
the other pair did Nots find what they were afte r
either. I've also heard that there has recently been a n
outbreak in Scotland, but with prompt action the plan t
was weeded out .

Should you discover any of these insidious pests i n
your garden, don't worry : they aren't too such of a
Liability if you recognize them immediately, & take
action accordingly . About 2 miles from East Grinstead
there is an excellent compost Hill, where such plants
can be returned to rot down nicely . It seems a shame
that the Gardener's Office World-Wide bred these weed s
in the first place, & obviously despite assurances the y
are still being trained (on trellises It leaning agains t
walls) by exactly the same Gardener's Office staff .

However we do have good news : a new weedkiller
calculated to stamp out these pests (which can be
peculiarly obstructive when left to grow on Bridges )
has been developed . The weedkiller will be retailed
under the trade names "Conditions Formula" or
"Integrity Processing" . For more details of thi s
contact me via 'Gardener's World .'

Steve Thrower .
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Owing to the existing situation of East Grinstead
being over-run by squirrels we are going to have t o
make arrangements for avoiding them on the streets ,
other than by looking at the ground, turning and
walking the other way or ducking into the nearest shop .

What we will do is divide the town into separate
areas for "them" and "us" . The supermarkets are
particularly sensitive areas as it is harder to get
away from someone when you're trapped between th e
cheese counter and the canned foods, unless you ca n
dodge quickly behind the baked beans . Therefore we
will make it a local bye-law that "them" can shop at
Sainsburys and "us" will shop at Teacos . Those peopl e
who are not sure whether they are "them" or "us" will
shop at Safeways, which will be designated no-man s

(Because these people are nobody anyway . )
"Them" will use the laundrette and public toilet at

the top of the town and "us" will use the ones at the
bottom of the town. Those people aforementioned as
being "on the fence" will just have to urinate in th e
street and wash their clothes in the sink at home i f
they're such degraded beings as to not have automati c
washing machines of their own .

In order not to meet the wrong kind of people i n
the street all foot traffic will move in a clockwise
direction down London Road i .e . downwards on the left
and upwards on the right . In that way, of course ,
nobody will ever meet anybody else face to face which
is probably a good thing as co®unication has bee n
getting out of hand in the streets lately .

In order to police this foot traffic system and
segregated shopping (and urinating) we will hire a tea m
of private detectives, headed by John Engram, to report
to us on it . We will need the best possible people to
control this operation so a budget of 0185,000 a mont h
is suggested .

Now in order to pay them we will have to collect
morey so we will introduce a system of fines to financ e
the whole operation. Anyone of "them" caught . shopping
at Tescoe will be fined double the amount of whateve r
groceries they're carrying . Anyone illegally using the .
wrong laundrette will have the clothes confiscated an d
sold at the next jumble sale .

Anyone of "us" who fancies a drink will use th e
Ship Inn as that's already being used as an observation
post on squirrels so shouldn't interfere with existing
vital operations . "Them" will use the Crown Hotel
because that's already being used as their Office of
Clandestine Operations . (According to reports supplied
by Interpol . )

In case of threatened civil . disorder, i .e .' non-
compliance with any part of this, the 17th Tank Brigad e
of the Territorial Guard will be on standby, and at the
request of East Grinstead Police will be authorised t o
shoot everybody. However it is expected that the
operation will go smoothly in which case we will expand
the program internationally to every city, town and
village in the world and so achieve everlasting peace
and tranquillity for mankind !

Presented to the 1984 Congress of the United Nation s
by Stamp Out the Squirrels I/C

East Grinstead .
•
WHAT YOUR DONATIONS )BUY _ P~fj,T _4_ '

From the "Boston Globe" Jan 29, 1984, there is a
report of a full page ad offering a $100,000 reward fo r
information about a purloined $2 .1 million cheque
which, according to sources, was drawn on an accoun t
belonging to L . Ron Hubbard .

"Eugene Ingram, a California private investigato r
retained by the Church of Scientology, placed th e
$14,000 ad . "

Apparently a similar ad was also placed in th e
"Wall Street Journal" .

Staff Status training	

Posts) held in Org(e)	

SUCCESSES
ADVANCED LEVEL V

	

Am., e. ..ti. b..•b...

"The auditing here was excellent as was the C/Sing .
After so long since my last auditing at Flag, 2 years
ago, it was quite a relief to get more! I go t
something more than expected on this trip . I actually
expected a repair or review and instead I wound up wit h
the completion of Advanced Level V .

"Thanks to all . The service was great and that' s
all that counts in a good organization . I i would be
proud if he dilly knew." - MZ .

"No wonder so much difficulty and inability! Withou t
Advanced Level V fully done, your survival is extremely
at risk . What a pleasure to have it done . What
freedom, peace of mind and causativeness there is . I
as ever so happy to have kept trucking and arrived at
last at the wonderful wins of Advanced Level V ." - JC.

"Flag auditing was fine but the auditing and C/Sing
I got under Ken Urquhart and David Mayo here at the AAC
was exceptional . My thanks to those beings who
considered the Scientology Field of Planet Earth
important enough to bring back LRH's Standard Tech ." -
JSJ .

ADVANCED LEVEL I I
"I loved it! I had so many wonderful wins and

cognitions . This level really rehabilitated abilities
lost for a long long time . The tech is so powerful ;
LRH is truly a genius . Mary thanks to 4 C/S - sure
helps when you've got a great supporting staff . I feel
just great!!" - RW.

DCSI

	

NK. , ia~F 4r.« ~1

"Nor mouth and jaw muscles are aching a bit from th e
VGI's - but don't C/S me for an assist! Here's to the alive
and kicking independent tech terminals!" - S .G.

"I feel very happy to have completed the DCSI and fo r
having rehabilitated oar state of Clear - after some
invalidations along the way . Many thanks for your important
asistance on my way to total freedom . I feel very happy an d
confident again ." -D .G .

(LAR

	

Awe. ,

"It's great after all these years (15, dust in
Scientology) to finally attain this level . Thanks to
all who helped ." - CS

LIFE REPAI R

"In the past I have been reluctant to confront
auditing. I know I should have been along this roa d
many years ago . . . It is a validation of my auditor's
skills and ability to put there for me a completely
safe environment . Thank you Eddie." - (signature
indistinct )

SEP1'B B	 CCQJGRESSS ?

In response to wide- spread interest, plans are
being ' made for an Independent Scientologists Congress .
September is the probable date. We invite
Representatives of any Independent group to talk at
this Congress - write to Reconnection now.

n1•1.
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AO WI OP
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DODOAV	 YOUR PARTICULARS CORRECT ?

FULL NAME	
ADDRESS	

TOWN	
COUNTY	
POST CODE	

Processing level	

CAMIE INTO 9CIIIi X'.Ol Y
	 (date )

STATUS (tick)
Active "Outie "
"Outie "
On fence
"Innie "

Training level	 -

1 3



Fill in the details and we will check if these friend s

ADDRESS	

I TOWN	 TOWN	
1 COUNTY	 COUNTY	
I POST CODE	 POST CODE	 1

ADDRESS	 ADDRESS	 1
1

	

1
TOWN	 TOWN	 1
COUNTY	 COUNTY	 1

1 POET CODE	 POST CODE	

BLOOD PROM A STONE

Statistics from the Law Offices of Eberle and
Jordan, in the USA, reveal that, up until 15th Marc h
1984, claims for repayment against the Church amounted
to $1,414,505 . The total of claims PAID came to a mer e
$360,787 .

In the UK, some success has been achieved . Three
people have received all or part of their repayments
recently. Study the information elsewhere in thi s
issue and set about getting your money back.

ERRATA

In the haste of production of the last issue, an
inaccuracy appeared in the The Profile of Burt Griswold .
Burt did not do a Class VIII interneship in 1970 bu t
apprenticed at Edinburgh AO. The article also gives a
slightly wrong impression with regard to Burt's Powe r
processing, which was C/Sod by 11tH, & his Power audito r
training which he did later at Edinburgh .

~	 ARE YGOR FRIENDSRECONNECTED?	 •f
1

are on the mailing list. If not, it gives a n
opportunity for them to get the data .

NAME	 NAME	 1
ADURFSS	

I

1

	

1
1 NAME	 NAME	

SHOULD GROUPS STAY SMALL ?

Reconnection 3 put forward an idea for discussion :
should groups stay small? Do things deteriorate when
they get too big? We are faced with many such
questions and needs for solution in our "honeymoon
period" . Let's not forget that IRH faced eome of them
before! Where he solved such problems of organization ,
he wrote up his solution . The result is a Policy which
we have available to us now. Speaking as a staff
member of long standing, I certainly have not seen on e
tenth of LRH'e policy properly applied . Where it was
applied, it worked uniformly and without casualties .

Let us take this question of what is the correct siz e
of a organization . This question is answered fully and
completely in HCO PL 28th February . 1966 "Why
organizations stay small" Volume 0, page 216 . (There
will of course, be problems for us to solve in plenty! )
The quote from this Policy, in Reconnection 3, was "a
group is a proper size when the individuals in it ca n
easily approach the manager of that group on a familiar
friendly basis". The question in the Policy that this
answered was: "So what is a proper sized basic group? "
Such basic groups go to make up a large organization .
"A large organization is composed of groups . A small
organization is composed of individuals ." Read this
policy and you will see that ALL a large organization
is composed of is small groups! The C of S, of course ,
ended up as a mass of off-purpose individuals, all
subject to the whims of some unknown dictator o r
dictators . It was not an organization by definition .

We HAVE a large and expending organization. It will
get larger and expand to the degree that we follow th e
principles outlined in this particular LRH Policy .
History will look on us as that organisation o f
individuals which reformed the Church of Scientology .

Eric Ballar d

CONNECT UP HERE . . .
Publications

The Journal of the Advanced Ability Centre, 1187 Coas t
Village Road 1,Santa Barbara, CA 93108, USA
Change of Viewpoint - Martin Price, 2087 Grand Canal Blvd .
2, Stockton, CA 95207, USA
Dianetic Journal Notes, CARA, 4921 Quincy St, San Diego ,
CA 92109, USA
Nexus News r Bill & Connie Hamilton, PO Box 11177 ,
Glendale, CA 91206, USA
Phoenix Report - 215 N. Adams St, Glendale, CA 91206, USA
Mark Jones - 3400 Ben Lamond Place, Site 123, Los Angeles ,
CA 90027, USA

Auditing/Training

MC East Grinstead : Mailing address:- 52 West Hill ,
East Grinstead; West Sussex. Tel:- (0342) 21752 .

Advanced Ability Centre Scotland, Candacraig, Strathdon ,
Aberdeenshire .

ASK-Association for Study ard Knowledge .
21 Wellington Close, Pound Hill, Crawley, West Sussex-

Jay and Pam Hurwitz Academy, Knowle Corner, Sharpthorne,
West Susse x

Elite Services Organisation, Postal Clearing Office ,
2.. Harcourt Roed, Redlands, Bristol BS6 7RG .

Mike Lawley's Academy, London Telephone 01-567 6525 •

Independent Training Academy, 120 Queens Road, Eas t
Grinstead, West Sussex .Tel :(0342) 313682 .
Kim and Anne Boland, 16 Blackwell Farm Road, East Grinstead,
West Sussex. Tel : (0342) 22731 .

The Clear Mind Mission (Gordon Walker), 7 Hazel Avenue ,
Kilmarnock, Ayrshire, Scotland, KAI 2H H

European Groups :

Contact : Carol Kanda, Theta International, Sot Pauls Plad s
3, 1314 Kobenhaven K, Denmark for general information
Contact : Capt. Bill Robertson, Chairman, OT Committee WW ,
Lista de Correos, Mostoles, Madrid, Spain, for information
on Spanish groups

American Groups :

Advanced Ability Center (David Mayo, C112) Site 243, 1187
Coast Village Roed 1, Santa Barbara, CA 9310 8

CA
Pal

9
o
430 1
Alto Ability Center, 950 Guinda Street, Palo Alto ,

Revitalization Center (Valerie Stansfielu Cl 7 & 9), 105 0
Maple Street, Burbank, CA 91505
The Clear Center (Jon and Vivien Zegel, both 'Claps- 8) ,
11934 Riverside Drive, Suite 211, North Hollywood ,
CA 91607 .
Survival Services Incorporated (Russ Meadows, 0112) 167 0
South Elkhart St, Aurora, Colorado 8001 2
Lloyd and rhea Greenbery (C18 & C16), 1560 Meadowbrook "
Road, Alta Sera, CA 9100 1
Personal Efficiency Center (Merrill Mayo C112) 3485
University Ave, Riverside, CA 9250 1
Center for Advancement of Hunan Potential, 5016 Californi a
Street, Omaha, Nebraska
Center for Personal Achievement, 2087 Grand Canal Blvd ,
Stockton, CA 95207
Reformed Church of San Diego (Larry West C18), 4921 Quinc y
St, San Diego, CA 92109
Kingsley Wimbush (FEBC), 3024 Neal Ave, San Joee, CA 9512 8
Enid Vier, 1838 Fullerton Ave, Costa Mesa, C A

There are many other US groups - contact either CADA o r
the Phoenix Report for further data .
AustralianGroup s

Centre for Personal Enhancement, 29 Norma Road ,
Myaree, : 6154 . • West Australia
Mary Jo Thomas (C16) 10/8 Wyatt Ave, Burwood 2134 ,
Burwood, Australi a

South Africa

Regina Dennison ,PO Box 30311, Point ,Durban 4069
Tel: Durban 60228 (business )
OT Committee s

London: Julian Bell (on NOTs), 4 Chase Mansions, Gondo r
Gardens, West Hampstead, London N6 1HA
East , Grinstead: Steve Kaye (on NOTs) ,
East Grinstead
Plymouth : Michelle Brown (new OTIV) 7 Whitleigh Avenue ,
Crown Hill, Plymouth
Scotland : Robip Scott (OTIII), Candacraig, Strathdon ,
Aberdeenshire

120 Queens Road ,
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